EIDOSOLUTIONS PRIVACY POLICY
WHY THIS WARNING
Thank you for taking a few minutes to consult this section of our Web site. Your privacy is very important to
us and to protect it better, we provide these notes where you will find information on the type of
information collected online and on the various possibilities you have of contribution in the collection and
use of such information in the site. This disclosure of the Code, made under Article 13 of Legislative Decree.
No. 196/2003, regarding personal data protection to those who interact with web services accessible
electronically from www.eidosolutions.it from the address corresponding to the home page of the official
website of Eidosolutions Srl.
The information applies only to the owned Eidosolutions Srl site and not to other Web sites accessed via
any link.
The information is also based on Article 13 of GDPR (European regulation UE 2016/679) to establish
requirements for online personals data collection, and the manner, timing and nature of the information
that data controllers must provide users when they connect to web pages, regardless of the purpose.
Your rights are listed in Articles 15 to 22 of the GDPR UE 679/2016.

THE PROCESSOR
Following consultation of this site may be processed data on persons identified or identifiable. The owner
of the data handling is Eidosolutions Srl the controller is Mrs. Manuela ZANELLATO for the engagement at
the headquarters indicated above.

PLACE OF DATA PROCESSING
Treatment related to this site take place at the above premises and are only handled by technical personnel
of the processor, or others charged with occasional maintenance operations. No data from the web service
is communicated or spread. The personal information provided by users who request dispatch of
informative material (such as newsletters, brochures etc.) Are used only to perform the service or provision
requested.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENT FORMS
The data provided by filling out the forms on the site www.eidosolutions.it are used by personnel
specifically appointed to respond/fulfil requests made. The data shown are neither communicated nor
shared. The data will be kept for the time necessary to fulfil the tax obligations as required by national
legislation.

TYPES OF DATA
Navigation data: computer systems and software procedures used to operate this website acquire, during
their normal operation, some personal data whose transmission is implicit in the use of Internet
communication protocols.
This information is not collected to be associated with identified, but by their very nature could, through
processing and associations with data held by third parties, to identify users. In this category of data
includes IP addresses or domain names of computers used by users connecting to the site, URI (Uniform
Resource Identifier) of requested resources, time of request, the method used to submit the request to the
server, the size of the file obtained in reply, the numerical code indicating the status of the response from
the server (successful, error, etc..) and other parameters regarding the operating system and computer
environment. This data is used only to obtain anonymous statistics on site usage and to check its correct
functioning. The data could be used to ascertain responsibility in case of hypothetical crimes against the
site only at the request of the supervisors in charge. Data provided voluntarily by: the optional, explicit and
voluntary e-mail addresses listed on this site involves the subsequent acquisition of the sender, necessary
to respond to requests, and any other personal data included in the message.

COOKIE POLICY
No user’s personal data is purposely acquired from the site. We do not use cookies to transmit information
of a personal nature, nor are persistent cookies of any kind used, or systems for tracking users. The use of
session cookies (which are not permanently stored on the user's computer and disappear when the
browser is closed) is strictly limited to the session’s transmission of identifiers (consisting of random
numbers generated by the server) necessary to enable safe and efficient website exploration. The session
cookies used in this website avoid the use of other information technologies that could potentially
compromise the privacy of the users and not permit the acquisition of the user’s personal data.
For further information or complaints please contact Eidosolutions Srl.
What are cookies?
Cookies are small text files sent from the website to the person’s terminal (usually the browser), where
they are stored before being transmitted again on the same website visited by the same user. A cookie
cannot retrieve any other data from the user’s hard drive nor pass on computer viruses or capture
email addresses. Each single cookie is unique to the user's web browser. Some of the cookies’
functions can be transferred to other technologies. In this document the term 'cookie' refers to both
cookies, as such, as well as all similar technologies.
We can have different types of cookies:
Distinction between 'technical' and 'profiling'
Technical Cookies

Technical cookies are those used for the sole purpose of "carrying out the transmission of a
communication over an electronic communications network, or as strictly necessary for the provider
as a Company information service explicitly requested by the subscriber or the user to provide this
service "(cfr. art. 122, paragraph 1, of the Code). They are not used for other purposes and are usually
installed by the owner or operator of the website.
They mainly allow the normal navigation and use of the website (allowing, for example, to carry out a
purchase or authentication for access to restricted areas); they are in fact necessary for the correct
workings of the site as well as those that enable the user to browse based on of a series of selected
criteria (for example, language, selected products to purchase) to improve the service.
For the installation of these cookies prior user’s consent is not required.
Profiling cookies
Profiling cookies are aimed at creating profiles related to the user and are used to send advertising
messages in line with the preferences shown by the same part whilst surfing the net.
In the case of third-party cookies, the site does not have direct control of individual cookies and cannot
control them (it cannot install them directly nor delete them). You can however, manage these cookies
through the browser settings (follow the instructions below), or sites listed in “Manage Cookies".
Consent is required for the use of profiling cookies. According to the measures, the user can authorize
or deny the consent of installation of cookies through the options in "Manage Cookies”
Distinction between 'first party' and 'third party'
Cookies can be first or third party, where "first part" means the cookies that relate as site domain,
whilst the “third party" means the cookies that are related to external domains. The third-party
cookies are inevitably installed by an external person, always referred to as "third party", and not run
from the website. Such persons may also possibly install first-party cookies, saving on the site domain
their own cookies.
Distinction between 'temporary' and 'persistent'
Cookies have a duration dictated by the expiry date (or by a specific action, such as closing the
browser) set at installation.
Temporary or session (session cookies)
are used to store temporary information, they allow you to connect the actions performed during a
specific session and are removed from your computer when the browser is closed;
Permanent (persistent cookie)
are used to store information, such as the name and password, so as to avoid the user having to type
them every time he visits a particular site. These are stored on the computer even after you have
closed the browser.
List of technical cookies on the site
System Cookies
The site uses cookies to provide a better browsing experience; these cookies are essential for the
proper use of the site. You can disable these cookies from your browser by following the
instructions in the dedicated paragraph, but you will compromise your experience on the site and
we cannot respond to malfunction.
Google Analytics

These are tracking cookies used for the generation of site usage statistics. Google Analytics uses
cookies that do not store personal data and that are placed on your computer to allow the operator
of the website to analyze how users use the site. This website has been Google Analytics
anonymized, the options that consent Google Analytics to track users demographically have been
disabled. To prevent the storage of the aforementioned cookies the user can follow the procedure
available at the following link: https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/181881?hl=it
Facebook
Facebook uses cookies to offer the user sharing functionality and "like" on your wall. For more
information, see page https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy
Linkedin
LinkedIn uses cookies to offer the user sharing functionality and "like" on your wall. For more
information, see page https://www.linkedin.com/legal/cookie-policy
Instagram
Instagram uses cookies to offer the user sharing functionality and "like" on your wall. For more
information, see page https://www.instagram.com/legal/cookies
How to disable / delete your browser's cookies
You can disable cookies on your PC at any time, by changing the Security and Privacy settings on the
browser, but this may compromise site viewing.

Chrome
Visit the dedicated page
https://support.google.com/chrome/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=95647&p=cpn_cookies
Mozilla Firefox
Visit the dedicated page
http://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/Enabling%20and%20disabling%20cookies
Internet Explorer
Visit the dedicated page
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-vista/block-or-allow-cookies
Safari
Visit the dedicated page
https://support.apple.com/it-it/HT201265
Opera
Visit the dedicated page
http://help.opera.com/Windows/10.00/it/cookies.html

If you would like to know more about cookies in general visit www.allaboutcookies.org
If you would like to receive further information about the policy of this site, contact Eidosolutions Srl

OPTIONAL 'OF DATA
Apart from that specified for navigation data, the user is free to provide personal data contained in the
application forms or indicated in contacts to request the sending of informative material or other
communications. Their absence can make it impossible to fulfill the request.

PART RESERVED FOR MINORS
No person under the age of 18 without consent of a parent or legal guardian, will be able to send
information to this Web site, nor can he make purchases or other legal acts on this Site without such
consent, unless this is permitted by applicable legislation.

METHOD OF TREATMENT
The personal data are processed by automated tools for the time strictly necessary to achieve the purposes
for which they were collected. Specific security measures are observed to prevent the loss of data, illegal or
incorrect use and unauthorized access.

RIGHTS OF
Those whose personal data refer have the right at any time to obtain confirmation of the existence or
otherwise of such data and to know the content and origin, verify its accuracy or request its integration or
updating, or correction (Article 7 of Legislative Decree no. No. 196/2003). Pursuant to this Article shall have
the right to request cancellation, transformation into anonymous form or blocking of data processed
unlawfully, and to oppose in any case, for legitimate reasons, their treatment. In case of doubts regarding
compliance with the policy for the protection of privacy adopted by Eidosolutions Srl, its application, the
accuracy of your personal data or the use of the information collected can contact us by e-mail at
info@eidosolutions.it

Besnate, date 30/04/2018

